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ABSTRACT
The current landscape for digital rights management (DRM)
consists of various ad hoc technologies and platforms that
largely focus on copy protection. The fragmented nature of
the DRM industry in 2004 is somewhat reminiscent of the
telecommunications industry in the late 1980’s. At that time
various networking technologies were available, and what
was needed was a technology that could integrate existing
networks and provide various services to users. The OSI
layered framework and the TCP/IP communications pro-
tocol suite provided a solution to this situation. The OSI
model divides the process of digital data communications
into layers. Likewise, in this paper we divide the process of
DRM into layers in which various services are offered to the
users of digital content at each layer. Three blocks of layers
have been identified. The upper layers deal with the end-
to-end functions of the application, the middle layers deal
with rights expression and interpretation, and the lower lay-
ers ensure rights enforcement. This paper describes how re-
sponsibilities might be distributed among the various layers,
and considers where in these layers it would be appropriate
to define protocols and standards.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of digital rights management (DRM), beyond

that of copy protection, was introduced in the late 1980’s.
By the late 1990’s, IBM had implemented some of these
notions in their Cryptolope technology [16, 17], and subse-
quently InterTrust, in what is perhaps the most ambitious
DRM system implemented to date, released their Digibox
technology [21]. Since that time, numerous products and
technologies have been created that address various aspects
of DRM. The commercial success of these products has been
limited [7, 10], to say the least, which is surprising given the
universally recognized importance of the problem. Pundits
have provided a myriad of reasons for these failures, includ-
ing ease-of-use arguments and the lack of either formal or de
facto standards for DRM. In spite of the limited successes
of the DRM systems that have been built to date, there
are important lessons associated with these early attempts
that may prove useful in the development of subsequent sys-
tems. For example, the large software infrastructure asso-
ciated with the Digibox [28], which therefore necessitated
a onerous client-side download, was resisted by end users.
In addition, the lack of support for non-PDF formats was a
limiting factor in Digibox adoption. The Cryptolope project
attempted to implement not only content protection, but
also to support superdistribution [16, 17]. Its lack of success
was a result of factors similar to those just described, and
both of these systems certainly suffered from their early in-
troduction into a markets not yet prepared to accept DRM.
DRM systems have undergone an evolution from the ear-

lier forms we have just mentioned. The aim of early DRM
systems focused on content protection [18, 19], and therefore
there was a heavy emphasis on client-side security technolo-
gies that attempted to implement what we have termed digi-
tal rights enforcement (DRE). Typically the important right
that one was interested in enforcing was the “read only�
right—if it were possible to enforce this right, then perhaps
some of the problems associated with file sharing on peer-
to-peer networks could be addressed. Thus, the first genera-
tion of DRM represented a substantial narrowing of DRM’s
scope and broader capabilities. We have lately seen a broad-
ening of this viewpoint as discussions about the expression
and implementation of digital rights, rather than rights en-
forcement, are common. Indeed there are now a number of
competing proposed rights expression languages developed
to express digital rights in machine-readable form [8, 15, 31].
Second generation generation DRM systems are sure to to
include this technology, and will therefore offer the ability
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to implement more sophisticated DRM scenarios in more
complicated environments, e.g., in end-to-end supply chain
settings. Certainly the need for DRM standards will become
even more important in second generation systems.
A lack of standards in the DRM space is also a reason

often offered by content distributors for not deploying DRM
solutions [1]. There have been discussions regarding what
aspects of DRM technology should be standardized. Some
have argued that DRM standards should only cover those as-
pects of content providers’ business on which they will want
to standardize [24]. That is, standards should not encom-
pass those aspects that give a content provider their com-
petitive advantage in the marketplace. However, this alone
does not seem like the appropriate principle that should be
guiding the development of standards in DRM. This led us to
consider the importance of standards in DRM, what aspects
of DRM should be standardized, and more importantly at
what level they should be defined. When addressing these
important issues, it makes sense to consider how standards
have influenced the development of other similar technolo-
gies. In particular, it seems that much can be learned by
reviewing the evolution of the Internet, and the role that
standards have played in its evolution [2, 5]. One of the
most important concepts that aided in the development of
the Internet, along with its associated standards, was the
treatment of it as a layered system. Specifically, the Open
Source Initiative (OSI) layers provide a way for developers to
create proprietary products that address specific telecommu-
nications needs, while still allowing them to function within
a larger setting that may include products from a large va-
riety of vendors. It is our belief that similar benefits are
possible in the DRM industry if the functionality of DRM
as a whole where to be considered as a layered system.
In reconsidering first generation DRM systems in light of

what we have just discussed, there was success in the de-
velopment of numerous technologies that have served to ad-
vance the state-of-the-art in rights enforcement—secure con-
tainers, watermarking, encryption, digital certificates, and
trusted computing platforms to name a few [9, 14, 26, 29].
Many of these technologies may play a specific role in a lay-
ered DRM structure. Furthermore, we can learn from the
successes and failures of these earlier systems in constructing
a layered framework for DRM that may provide a scaffolding
upon with DRM technologies can be designed and built, just
as the OSI layers helped to clarify and guide development
in the telecommunications sector.
It seems that most first generation DRM systems failed

because they either did not cover certain aspects of DRM
that a customer required, or they crumbled under their own
weight while trying to achieve everything. This points to
the need for establishing an agreed upon DRM framework,
where different kinds of services can be provided to the user
leveraging the existing technologies for rights enforcement.
A framework with a layered architecture would achieve this,
allowing only those technologies required by a particular ap-
plication to be included in a DRM system. Within this
framework, each layer would use the services offered by lower
layers, and each lower layer would assure the level of trust
that it can provide to an upper layer. The layers would most
likely form an hourglass-shaped structure, where upper lay-
ers would provide services, middle layers would be concerned
with the rights expression and interpretation, and the lower
layers would ensure the enforcement of rights. The layers

dealing with rights expression and interpretation would form
the notch of the hourglass-shaped structure. To assure trust
and to ensure correct functioning of the layers, the security
requirements of each layer would need to be defined. It is
our belief that much can be learned in building such a struc-
ture by studying the highly successful framework provided
by the OSI layers in telecommunications. Thus, in Section 2
we study the design of the OSI layers and the requirements of
computer networks that led to the development of TCP/IP.
In Section 3 we discuss the current requirements of DRM.
Section 4 provides a detailed explanation of the layers of
a “strawman� DRM framework. Next, Section 5 describes
how the layered DRM structure would help achieve certain
DRM requirements and considers the important question
of where standards should be defined within these layers.
Finally, in Section 6 we provide some useful concluding re-
marks concerning a layered DRM architecture, and how any
standards defined within these layers must allow for inter-
operability at some level, while at the same time provid-
ing enough “room� for vendors to leverage their proprietary
technologies.

2. LAYERED SYSTEMS
Large systems are often divided into parts in order to re-

duce complexity, and layering is a common technique for
accomplishing this division. In layering, the entire system is
partitioned into layers, and the issue typically becomes one
of determining the services that each layer should provide to
the layer above it. The functioning of all the layers together
to achieve the purpose of the system then becomes indepen-
dent of the way each layer is actually implemented. The
actual implementation and algorithms used in a particular
layer are hidden from the other layers. Furthermore, each
layer has a well-defined interface to communicate with the
layers above and below it. This type of well-defined inter-
face is particularly important as it allows different vendors
to develop technologies that address different parts of the
system. Also, with such layering it is possible for products
from different vendors to interoperate. New services can be
introduced at any time when such well-defined interfaces are
available, and each layer typically has a protocol or hand-
shaking method that allows it to interact with peer layers
on other machines.

2.1 OSI Layers
The OSI layers can be broadly divided into three cate-

gories, the upper, middle and lower layers. The upper layers
consist of the Application, Presentation and Session layers.
These layers involve interaction of peer processes across a
network. Different kinds of needs with varying specifica-
tions can be built using these layers. The services which
constitute the upper layers have well-defined protocols, and
have been placed at this level due to the end-to-end argu-
ments that have served as a central set of guiding principles
in the design of the Internet. Specifically, end-to-end argu-
ments consider how application requirements should be met
within a system. When applied to computer networks, these
arguments suggest that application-level functions, e.g., en-
cryption, checksums, etc., should not be built into the core
of the network; rather, they should be placed at the end-
points. By doing so, the complexity of the core is reduced,
which reduces the cost of the core and facilitates future net-
work upgrades. Furthermore, the generality of the network
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increases since new applications can be easily added with-
out having to change the core. Similarly, the reliability of
the network increases by simplifying the core. Thus, due
to end-to-end arguments, functions at the core of the Inter-
net (routers that forward packets) are simple, and the bulk
of the functionality appears in the computers that sit on the
edge of the network. The upper layers of the OSI model are
concerned with implementing this functionality [25]. Specif-
ically, the Application and Presentation Layers provide ser-
vices that are frequently used by applications that involve
communication. These layers are generally built without
any concern for what underlying networking technology is
being used. The middle layers act as a buffer isolating these
services from the intricacies of the underlying networks.
The middle layers of the OSI model are the most crucial in

terms of communications as they constitute the Transport
and Network Layers. The Transport Layer is also considered
an end-to-end layer, whereas the Network Layer is not—it
is referred to as a chain layer [30]. The Transport Layer
ensures end-to-end delivery of messages, and therefore the
protocols in this layer are concerned with end-to-end ma-
chines, not with neighboring machines. The Transport Layer
uses the services offered by the underlying networks or in-
ternetworks to provide the upper layers with the transfer of
messages that meet a certain quality of service (QoS). The
Network Layer on the other hand plays a true role in inter-
connection among heterogeneous machines. It provides for
the transfer of data in the form of packets across a communi-
cation network. The Network Layer acts as a true buffer for
the end-to-end layers. Thus, it is these middle layers that
act as the “glue� allowing all of the layers to work together.
For this reason, there are many standards defined in these
layers, and thus these layers will be discussed in more detail
shortly.
The lower layers constitute the underlying networking tech-

nologies; that is, the hardware technologies. Each of these
technologies has its own set of protocols, and each may have
a different transmission media such as copper wire, optical
fiber, or unguided media such as lasers and radio waves.
Many technologies with varying needs are present today,
and no one particular technology has become a standard.
With advances in science this block of layers is bound to
undergo significant changes as new networking technologies
with innovative transmission media and protocols will re-
place existing ones. In the following section we look at the
requirements and problems faced by computer networks and
how TCP/IP evolved as a solution in order to address these
problems.

2.2 TCP/IP
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)

is the basic communication language of the Internet, and
basically constitutes the middle layer of the OSI model.
TCP/IP is composed of two parts. The higher-level part,
TCP, manages the breaking of a message or file into smaller
packets that are transmitted over the Internet and received
by a TCP process on another machine that can reassemble
the packets back into the original message. The lower-level
part, IP, handles the addressing which allows the packets
to be routed to the proper destination. This allows packets
from the same message to be routed through different ma-
chines and still end up at the same destination. The original
objective of TCP/IP was to transfer packets across three dif-

ferent networks, ARPANET, packet switching networks and
packet radio networks. Since this work was related to mili-
tary applications, another important requirement was that
the communication be robust. Thus, the basic aim was to
develop a set of protocols that are highly effective in enabling
communications among many different types of computers
systems and networks. Figure 1 shows how the TCP/IP
protocol forms an hourglass-shaped structure. Note that
IP, which provides the minimal service, is situated at the
notch of the hourglass. The lower dome comprises differ-
ent networking technologies. The IP layer is actually an
abstract layer, which shields the intricacies of the under-
lying networks from the upper layers. It also provides a
lowest common denominator upon which other services can
be built.
One of the major requirements of computer communica-

tions is to provide different types of services at the transport
service level. For example, in some applications reliable data
transfer is most important, while in others, real-time data
transfer is more important. This was one of the main rea-
sons for the separation of TCP and IP [6]. Different types of
services have different requirements dealing with speed, la-
tency and reliability. More importantly it was required that
existing networks be used. Hence an abstract layer using a
datagram as the building block was introduced in order to
shield the intricacies of the underlying networks from ap-
plications built on top of IP. This layer assured what can
be called a minimalist service, and therefore it was reason-
able to introduce standards at this level. Since the service
was minimal, very basic standards were needed for its func-
tioning, one of them being IP addresses. Thus, IP provides
a lowest common denominator (best effort data transfer)
upon which other services can be built. Furthermore, the
role of IP is to ensure service irrespective of the underlying
network.
The aforementioned properties, as we have already men-

tioned, give the TCP/IP protocol suite what can be called
as an hourglass shape, with IP at the notch. The key pro-
tocol in this suite is the IP protocol. The mantra behind
the TCP/IP protocol suite is “IP over everything and ev-
erything over IP�. Though IP defines the basic requirement
in computer networks, IP by itself is incomplete. For IP to
function it must have supporting protocols—protocols such
as TCP, UDP, ARP, RARP, HTTP, FTP support IP to
create the various services on top of this common denom-
inator. These protocols are used to either create a service
with a new functionality or to enhance the performance of a
given service. Furthermore, IP is able to withstand the con-
stant changes in telecommunications technology due to its
minimal definition. Such a minimal definition gives a great
degree of flexibility to create new services by defining new
supporting protocols.

3. DRM REQUIREMENTS
As telecommunications networks are about data transfer,

DRM is about the management of digital rights. Most digi-
tal content available today is managed by at best rudimen-
tary DRM systems, if DRM is deployed at all. The issue
of what services should be provided by a DRM system was
considered by the MPEG-21 Committee [20]. Below we pro-
vide a list of DRM requirements that was influenced by this
work:
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Figure 1: The hourglass shape of communications via TCP/IP. Note that IP, which provides the minimal
service, is located at the notch of the hourglass.

1. No DRM system today has emerged as the de-facto
standard, and what is needed are systems that work
universally.

2. There is a need for a DRM system that can associate
the rights attached to content with some entity and
manage those rights across different machines and ex-
ternal devices.

3. No framework exists for allowing vendors to develop
systems focusing on different aspect of DRM that could
be made to interoperate. Such a framework is neces-
sary.

4. There is a lack of standardized methods for monitoring
and detecting infringement of rights. These must exist
if any DRM system is to be practical.

5. DRM systems must support all widely-used digital con-
tent formats. It is important, on the other hand, that
the system be independent of specific formats, thereby
allowing the system to withstand changes in content
formats as well as content access/rendering software.

6. There is need for a technology that supports the imple-
mentation of end-to-end supply chains. This technol-
ogy would facilitate fast distribution of digital content
items while protecting the rights associated with them.

7. A choice of service is necessary. There are a range
of services required in DRM applications today—some
of these are very complex involving superdistribution
and are license based. Enforcing these rights requires
strong rights enforcement techniques. On the other
hand there is a need for very simple DRM systems
whose rights can be enforced using simple rights en-
forcement techniques. Thus, DRM systems should be

capable of providing different types of services accord-
ing to these differing requirements.

8. There are various platforms available and various ex-
ternal devices are used to render content. If DRM
systems are to be useful, they need to support all of
these devices and platforms.

It will be difficult to build a DRM system that can si-
multaneously satisfy all of these requirements. Even if such
a system were built, it would soon have to be changed to
meet changing needs and technology advances. For exam-
ple, the rendering platforms over which DRM systems will
be built will change, and new external devices will be de-
veloped that support evolving media formats. Furthermore,
the DRM requirements themselves are not static, they are
likely to evolve with the passage of time in conjunction with
changes in technology. For example, the increase in broad-
band penetration will likely lead to the development of new
services. These are precisely the types of problems that lay-
ered systems have proved useful in mitigating. Specifically,
properly specified layered systems act as a buffer against
rapid changes in technology. Thus, it appears that a layered
DRM framework, which identifies and divides the different
aspects of DRM, makes sense.
To develop such a layered framework, we must identify the

parts that would likely undergo change along with the parts
that probably would not change. The parts that are likely to
change include the services, external devices, platforms, and
networking technologies, to name a few, while the parts that
are not likely to change include those that address the basic
requirements of a DRM system. That is, the latter parts
would provide the minimalist DRM services, and would sit
at the core of the framework. The goal is to encapsulate
these parts within layers, and to provide well-defined in-
terfaces between the layers. This would allow the internal
workings of the different parts of a DRM system to change
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without destroying the overall functionality of a DRM sys-
tem. Furthermore, this partitioning would allow vendors to
separately and independently develop technologies and ser-
vices that address different parts of a DRM system. New
sublayers might evolve as the requirements change within
a layer, but the overall framework itself should be flexible
enough to withstand changing requirements and technolo-
gies. In the next section we present a proposal for such a
DRM architecture, acknowledging the strong influence pro-
vided by the previously developed and highly successful OSI
model.

4. DRM IN LAYERS
Consider the client-server model associated with a typi-

cal DRM system, where the user of a client machine wishes
to purchase a piece of content, and the server-side is re-
sponsible for delivering the content along with its associated
rights. There are three basic DRM processes that must be
supported within this framework. At the highest level con-
tent is used by an application according to the rights as-
sociated with it. An intermediate level is concerned with
how the rights are specified, as well as how they should be
interpreted in particular environments. At the lowest level
the concern is how the rights will be enforced on the client
side. Thus, once an application on the client side is able to
understand the rights associated with a piece of content, it
has the responsibility of enforcing those rights. From the
server’s perspective, it should not matter how this is ac-
complished. That is, the server-side only needs assurances
that the client is able to enforce the rights, not how this
will be accomplished. The key to allowing this is the rights
expression and interpretation process. If this process could
be standardized, it would form the glue that holds the other
two processes together, similar to IP in telecommunications
networks. Thus, let us now draw some parallels between
telecommunications networks and DRM systems. Figure 2
shows how a DRM system could be structured in order to
form an hourglass shape. Rights expression and interpre-
tation (REI), which provides the minimal services in DRM
is situated at the notch of the hourglass. The lower dome
consists of the various rights enforcement technologies avail-
able, and the upper dome consists of applications that need
to make use of content according to the rights associated
it. That is, they deal with the end-to-end arguments of
DRM. The REI layer shields the intricacies of digital rights
enforcement from the service layers above. It provides a low-
est common denominator over which new services would be
created according to needs of the DRM environment, leading
to specific applications in the upper layer of the DRM archi-
tecture. Such a framework would be flexible to the changing
demands of DRM going forward.
It is interesting to consider the InterTrust Digibox from

this layered perspective. The Digibox allowed a content pub-
lisher to encrypt content, define rules for content usage, and
publish this encrypted content on a web site—the encrypted
content and rights management rules where combined into
a single object, the Digibox. Intellectual property trans-
actions (e.g., payments to certain parties) were handled by
MetaTrust “clearing houses�. Thus, the Digibox, along with
MetaTrust facility, was a complete DRM system on its own.
The MetaTrust facility played the role of the upper layers,
while the Digibox played the role of the middle and lower
layers.

Let us now consider a layered DRM architecture in more
detail. Consider first the minimal requirements of any DRM
system. Obviously, DRM deals with rights management,
where rights management involves the association of rights
to digital content intended for particular uses and users.
Once digital content with its associated rights is provided
to a user, the user should be able to interpret those rights
and use the content while at the same time respecting the
rights. Thus, in an idealized sense, DRM is first and fore-
most about rights association and interpretation, and there-
fore the ability to express and interpret rights should con-
stitute the minimal required services in any DRM environ-
ment. All other aspects of DRM such as rights enforcement,
trading, superdistribution, etc. can make use of these min-
imal services in order to implement a specific DRM task.
As an analogy, the role of trading and superdistribution in
a DRM system is the same as that of the IP supporting
protocols (e.g., TCP, UDP, HTTP, SMTP, etc.) in a com-
munications system—they are creating new services out of
the basic available services.
It is also important to note that the requirements of com-

munications systems have changed over time, and new net-
working technologies have been introduced in order to deal
with these changing requirements. Thus, to continue the
analogy, the role of rights enforcement technologies such
as secure containers, encryption, watermarking, and trusted
platforms is the same as that of networking technologies such
as the ethernet, packet radio networks, etc. These rights
enforcement techniques are bound to change with advances
in mathematics and science, though their role remains the
same. Thus if the core of the framework is limited to rights
expression and interpretation, then the framework will be
flexible enough to change with the changing requirements
of DRM environments, without invalidating useful applica-
tions that have been previously built on top of the minimal
DRM services.
Given what we have just discussed, it makes sense to have

a standard for associating rights with digital content, and
to encapsulate this within a layer in our layered DRM archi-
tecture. Such a standard should include all forms of digital
content irrespective of format. This particular layer should
have the ability to associate any reasonable right(s) to any
type of digital content. A logical means of accomplishing
this would be to agree upon a standard DRM language for
the expression of rights, i.e., a standard rights expression
language (REL). Then, once rights are associated with a
particular content item, a standard REL would ensure that
peer entities on other machines could interpret these rights.
It is important to note that rights are unique to not only
content but also to users, and this must be accounted for in
any standard REL. The functionality we have just described
is provided in the central REI block shown in Figure 2.
Above the REI layer is where the supporting protocols and

applications would be built. These services would include
those that are determined by the end-to-end arguments nec-
essary in DRM system design. Below the REI layer are the
technologies that enforce rights. Similar to the underlying
networks that serve the purpose of actually transferring data
in computer communications, the rights enforcement tech-
nologies attempt to enforce the specific rights associated
with particular content items and users. A more detailed
breakdown of the OSI data communications layers is pro-
vided in Figure 3. In this figure we also provide a more
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Figure 2: DRM as a layered system with an hourglass structure. In this case Rights Expression and Inter-
pretation provides the minimal service, and this service is therefore located at the notch of the hourglass.

detailed breakdown of possible DRM layers. In the follow-
ing sections we address some of the specific functionalities
associated with these layers.

4.1 Upper Layers
The upper layers of the DRM architecture shown in Fig-

ure 3 essentially create services that are frequently used by
applications that involve DRM. Thus, these layers are end-
to-end layers that would deal with the end-to-end arguments
of a DRM system. The arguments might include deciding
upon the type (i.e., resolution, format, etc.) of data that
will be delivered, payment transactions, identification and
authentication, security, etc. The upper layers would be di-
vided into at least two parts. An Application Layer would
create services for the applications that will use the content
according to the rights, and a Negotiations Layer would cre-
ate services out of the middle layer in order to provide a
choice of services to the Application Layer.
In data communications there are different ways to trans-

fer data (e.g., web pages, DNS queries, file transfer, real
time data transfer, etc.), and hence there are different pro-
tocols at the Application layer (e.g., HTTP, DNS, FTP,
RTP, etc.) to satisfy the varying needs of different appli-
cations that use the TCP/IP protocol structure. Similarly
in DRM we have different types of digital content such as
music, videos, movies, research documents, corporate docu-
ments, etc. The manner in which this content is rendered,
distributed, traded, and the way rights associated with them
are managed is different for each of type of content, and may
differ from application to application as well. In the DRM
framework, the Application Layer has separate protocols for
each content type, and there may be yet additional protocols
in order to support how the content will be used. For exam-
ple, some of the functions that these protocols would deal

with include trading, superdistribution, user identification,
and tracking of data.
The Application Layer uses the services provided by the

Negotiations layer. In data communications, TCP and UDP
are created out of the basic IP protocol to provide a choice
of services at the Transport Layer to the Application Layer
protocols. The Negotiations Layer plays the same role in
DRM systems, it provides a choice of services to the proto-
cols of the Application Layer. For instance, at a minimum
we envision protocols dealing with data assurance, data se-
curity, and data views. Let us consider each of these.
Once the rights are decided upon and the identity of the

user is verified, the Negotiations Layer would need assur-
ances from its peer layer on the client side. The assurance
might be that the client software is capable of enforcing the
rights associated with the digital content. If the client soft-
ware is unable to enforce the rights associated with the con-
tent, the Application Layer would be informed about such
a situation and negotiations may proceed towards settling
on a lower-valued rendering of the content. The assurances
themselves might be managed by using digital certificates.
In this case rights enforcement technology would be built to
work on certain hardware and operating systems, and would
be registered with some certifying authority. The Negotia-
tions Layer would demand such a certificate to verify the
authenticity of the rights enforcement software. Once veri-
fied, the server-side entity has some assurances about how
the rights will be enforced on the client machine. It is im-
portant to note here that the trust in the client-side entity
is established through a certifying authority and that the
complete process be transparent to the user.
Security protocols would decide on the type of encryption,

watermarking, and other security technologies that should
be used. There is a need for standards in these protocols.
For example, encryption methods and algorithms must be
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Figure 3: A breakdown of the OSI data communications layers and the proposed DRM layers into upper,
middle, and lower layers.

agreed upon since content is encrypted on the server side and
used on the client side. Some applications may require that
a watermark be inserted in the content before it is delivered
to the client. It is the Negotiations Layer that should decide
on the type of watermark that would be used.
The data view protocol is concerned with the way the

content should be rendered. As there are different content
types, and different types of software for viewing content,
this protocol ensures that only authenticated software would
be allowed to read and present the data to the user. The goal
would be to prevent “illegal� software from gaining access
to cleartext (i.e., decrypted) content on the client side.
It is important to point out that all of these services may

not be required by all applications. For instance, some ap-
plications may not require watermarking at all, others may
require a very strong security policy, while yet others may
settle for a weaker encryption algorithm. Thus, the Nego-
tiations Layer provides a choice of services to satisfy the
varying needs of different applications.
It is also important to recognize that rights are associated

not only with content, but also with users. Therefore, rights
should be preserved for a user across different machines.
These upper layer protocols would be involved in handling
this issue. Once the negotiations in this layer are completed,
it is the job of the middle layers to create licenses, associate
rights with the content and encrypt the combination.

4.2 Middle Layers
These layers encapsulate the minimal requirements asso-

ciated with the management of digital rights. Once the con-
tent is identified and it can be determined what rights are
required, the rights can be associated with content for a
particular user. As discussed earlier, this layer would form
the notch of the hourglass-shaped structure of the system;

that is, it is the intermediary between the upper and lower
layers. Thus, it is necessary that certain aspects of the mid-
dle layers be standardized. In particular, there must be a
common language for expressing digital rights, and the way
in which rights are associated with content may also require
standardization. Without these standards the universality
of the DRM process would be compromised.
The universal functioning of DRM is essential to its suc-

cess, and this is only possible when there is a standard way of
expressing rights. Thus, there is a need for either standardiz-
ing on an existing REL, or developing a new one. Of course,
given the central role that this piece plays, the consistency
and completeness of any such language should be consid-
ered in detail, preferably by a standards committee. Given
that the middle layers serve the purpose of buffering the
process of rights enforcement from DRM applications, given
any type of digital content, a standard REL must be capable
of associating rights with that content. Furthermore, peer
layers on different machines must be able to interpret these
rights accordingly. In addition, it is envisioned that these
layers would be the ones responsible for encrypting content
using the algorithms determined by the Negotiations Layer.
Once delivered, the peer middle layers on other machines
are responsible for decrypting the content package. In par-
ticular, if a content package is delivered encrypted, then
the client machine must contract with decryption services
in order to decrypt the content, and the rights enforcement
technologies at the lower layers must coordinate this so that
the decryption stream can be protected.
Most of the existing RELs are markup languages. They do

not enforce or mandate any policies for DRM, but provide
the mechanisms to express them. Examples include XrML,
ODRML, and XMCL [8, 15, 31]. Each of these machine-
readable languages has their own architecture and syntax,
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the semantics of which should be sufficient to express all
realistic and conceivable rights expressions. Thus, this is an
area where additional formal analyses on the capabilities of
RELs is required [13, 23].

4.3 Lower Layers
The lower layers of the DRM framework shown in Fig-

ure 3 are concerned with rights enforcement, and can be
divided into the Upper Category Layer and the Lower Cat-
egory Layer (each of which may contain sublayers). The
Upper Category Layer is responsible for the handling of con-
tent according to its type, while the Lower Category Layer
handles content irrespective of its type. More specifically,
the Upper Category Layer is responsible for acknowledging
the format of the content, granting access to editors and
players, and in general for presenting the rendered content
to the user. The Lower Category Layer is responsible for
preventing unauthorized low-level access to DRM programs
and rendered content. Let us consider the responsibilities of
each of these layers in turn.
In addition to using players/editors to render content,

the Upper Category Layer must also interact with the mid-
dle layers for encryption/decryption purposes. Furthermore,
this layer is responsible for reporting every time content is
accessed, and for keeping track of how the data is used. This
layer might also be responsible for destroying the data (or
rendering it useless) under the condition that the user no
longer has rights to access the content. This tracking of
content usage must be done so that it preserves the rights
of users across different machines. Well-defined algorithms
and protocols can be developed to achieve this purpose. For
example, security architectures have been proposed that al-
low one to preserve the rights of users for a content item
across different devices. This is accomplished by allowing
devices to establish dynamic groups, called authorized do-
mains, where legally acquired copyrighted content can be
used across the devices registered within the authorized do-
main [22]
As we have mentioned, the Lower Category Layer proto-

cols would not acknowledge the format of digital data. The
responsibility of this layer is to prevent any low-level “ille-
gal� access to DRM programs, and as such this layer must
work closely with the underlying operating system and hard-
ware. For example, this layer would be responsible for au-
thenticating device drivers associated with rendering on the
client machine. The goal is to monitor malicious programs
and prevent any illegal memory accesses. A well-known ap-
plication that fits in the Lower Category Layer is the notion
of secure containers. Within a secure container, content will
only be decrypted on a client machine if certain security
conditions can be met. Furthermore, during the time the
content is rendered for viewing, the client machine is pre-
vented from saving or otherwise copying the content. Mi-
crosoft’s Palladium architecture is an example of an emerg-
ing technology that would fit into the Lower Category Layer.
Palladium (now referred to as the Next-Generation Secure
Computing Base for Windows) provides a trusted comput-
ing environment that is intended to be resistant to malicious
codes and software attacks that include illegal memory ac-
cesses. This technology is designed to work side-by-side with
the existing functionality of Windows [4].
Another important responsibility of the Lower Category

Layer involves interaction with devices, e.g., when digital

content items such as MP3s are transferred to external de-
vices. It is important for users to be able to use digital con-
tent across multiple devices. To manage the rights across
these devices, the Lower Category Layer will require a well-
defined protocol with the devices regarding the use of data.
Thus, the devices themselves must be capable of supporting
the protocols.
Both the Upper and Lower Category Layers must work

closely with operating systems, hardware platforms, and ex-
ternal devices. If the interfaces of these layers with the
middle layers and external devices are well defined, then
it will be possible for operating system vendors, hardware
manufacturers and device manufacturers to work indepen-
dently to achieve the goal of rights enforcement. That is,
with the proper protocols, the way that rights enforcement
takes place should be independent of the systems built above
them. The particular rights enforcement technology de-
ployed may depend upon the type and value of the content,
the trust associated with a particular user or group of users,
and the particular rights that need to be enforced. The
available devices, hardware support, and operating systems
support all influence the efficacy of these rights enforcement
technologies. Thus, just as QoS is an important measure as-
sociated with a particular piece of networking hardware, the
quality of rights enforcement should be a measure associated
with every rights enforcement technology. This measure is
related to but somewhat different from a QoS measure, as it
will change according to the attacks that have been applied
to a rights enforcement technology. It is also worth men-
tioning that this is an area where DRM has seen the most
“snake oil�, divergent opinions, and confusion in general.
Thus, let us consider these technologies in more detail.
The extremes regarding rights enforcement technologies

range from some reckless vendor claims of 100% copy protec-
tion security [3], to the argument that these technologies are
useless since all of them can be circumvented [27]. We take
an intermediate view. Certainly all realistic rights protec-
tion technologies can be circumvented, but the same claim
can be made for all realistic encryption technologies as well,
yet we all rely on encryption when banking on line, when
using a VPN, etc. Thus, like encryption, the real questions
regarding rights enforcement should be what levels of re-
sources are needed to defeat various types of protection, and
what types of business gain can be built upon these levels.
For example, if the cost of protected content is appropriately
priced relative to the cost of hardware copying devices, then
the potential pirate will be inclined to purchase the content
rather than steal it. This is particularly true if protection
technology can be created such that its continual develop-
ment allows particular attacks to be made obsolete. This is
precisely the situation that has developed within the cable
television industry—each new round of cable equipment up-
grade is meant, among other things, to thwart the current
set of attacks, forcing hackers to develop new sets of attacks.
Increased sales and revenue have consistently followed these
upgrades, indicating that this strategy is effective at reduc-
ing illegal copying [11]. Furthermore, consider that rights
enforcement technology may be more effective if it is deliv-
ered according to a previously negotiated trust arrangement
between the client and server entities. For example, it is
possible to place invisible watermarks for tracking purposes
in content if the identity of the user is known prior to deliv-
ering the content. In addition, the idea of a “trust history�
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similar that of a credit history can be developed, and con-
tent may be delivered according to a user’s established trust
record.

5. ADVANTAGES OF LAYERS
We have seen how the processes associated with DRM can

be structured in the form of layers, and how responsibilities
can be distributed among the layers to achieve specific DRM
goals. Let us now consider in more detail the advantages of
such a layered DRM system, referring back to the DRM
requirements discussed in Section 3.
A layered DRM framework separates rights enforcement

technologies from DRM services, and therefore allows for
separate and independent development to take place in these
two areas. The ability to do this would aid in the disciplined
growth of the DRM field. Specifically, agreement upon well-
defined interfaces and roles for each of the DRM layers will
make it possible for DRM vendors to develop products that
interoperate. Another critical requirement of DRM is for
users to have easy interaction with digital content. In fact,
this is a well-understood lesson from first generation DRM
systems—if DRM gets in the way of using digital content,
users will be reluctant to use it, and in fact they will resist
it. The layers we have described do not specifically address
interaction with digital content, this job is left to the devel-
opers of editors and players. However, a layered architecture
has proved useful in addressing this very concern in commu-
nication systems. Specifically, with a layered architecture,
the higher-level applications that users use to directly inter-
act with content can change drastically, as long as they in-
terface properly to the layers below. In this way, the proper
functioning of the application within a DRM architecture is
maintained. These matters address the first and third DRM
requirements.
The second DRM requirement concerns the importance of

perserving the rights associated with a piece content and a
user across different machines and external devices. Proto-
cols can be developed in the lower layers to allow the render-
ing of content on different devices and computers. A layered
system would help achieve this without disturbing the up-
per layers. Also the REI would buffer the DRM services
from the lower layers. Thus it would be possible to de-
velop services over various platforms and external devices.
Therefore, this also addresses the eighth requirement which
is concerned with providing support for different platforms
and external devices.
The forth requirement stresses that any successful DRM

system will require a method for detecting rights infringe-
ment. Within a layered DRM framework, this particular
functionality can be implemented in the Negotiations Layer,
and the Application Layer could be informed of any such vi-
olations, along with the entity involved in this act. This
would allow an application to keep track of “blacklisted�
entities on a server.
The REI in the middle layer associates rights with data

and is independent of the format of the content. It is impor-
tant that the REI be independent as it forms the core of the
system. A DRM system can be made to support different
data formats by making use of the upper layers. The pro-
tocols by themselves would be independent of any content
formats, thereby fulfilling the fifth DRM requirement.
Layers can provide a choice of services. It is not necessary

to achieve every aspect of DRM in a particular system. In

fact, we have previously made the case that it is useful to
distinguish between heavyweight and lightweight DRM ap-
plications [12]. Heavyweight DRM tends to be license based,
involving the use of complex rights such as sharing con-
tent with other users, the loaning of content, etc., whereas
lightweight DRM includes simple rights such as the right to
view, the right to print, etc. Furthermore, some DRM appli-
cations will require a high level of security, while others can
settle for a weaker security. These all relate to the seventh
requirement of a DRM system. In a layered DRM system,
the Negotiations Layer can achieve the goal of providing a
choice of services to DRM applications. Once provided with
this service, protocols in the Application Layer can then
be developed to create end-to-end supply chains supporting
business-to-consumer and business-to-business channels.
One reason for the failure of some previous DRM systems

was that they tried to address every aspect of the DRM re-
quirements. Such systems could not stand on their own as
DRM systems within an Internet-based environment. What
is needed is an environment wherein different vendors can
work on different aspects of DRM systems, which can then
be made to work together within a given framework. The
REI layer acts as a glue to make the different parts work to-
gether and also to achieve universality in DRM applications.
A systematic evolution of standards and protocols can help
to achieve this important DRM requirement, so let us now
consider where they should be defined.

Where standards play. The development of a successful
layered DRM system would depend upon how standards are
defined in such a system. The definition of the standards in
turn would depend upon the goals that such a DRM system
should meet. As we see it, the primary goal of the next
generation of DRM systems should be to make use of the
existing infrastructure (and in particular the Internet) to
create a DRM framework which would ensure global func-
tioning. This leads to the fundamental structure of the lay-
ered DRM framework: A standard global facility for rights
expression and interpretation. This can achieved by adopt-
ing a standard REL. This is vital, as rights expression and
interpretation constitutes the minimal requirement of any
DRM system. Thus the REI in the middle layer would need
to be completely standardized, as it forms the core of the
entire system. The processes that would act upon the digi-
tal content in this layer would also have to be standardized.
These processes include the way in which rights are associ-
ated with content and the way rights are interpreted.
The next area in which standards should be considered

includes that protocols that allow the various layers to com-
municate with one another. That is, a consistent set of
relatively simple rules that define the way these layers com-
municate must be provided. This would allow supporting
protocols to be defined, along with the creation of complex
services out of the basic available services.
Because the Negotiations Layer provides a choice of ser-

vices to the Application Layer protocols, standards should
be defined in this layer. These standards should encompass
such things as encryption algorithms and processes, negoti-
ation protocols, and watermarking methods. The standards
could thus be used to guarantee a standard set of services.
In this way the Negotiations Layer would have a set of ser-
vices and protocols to satisfy the different needs of various
DRM applications. The standards associated with these ser-
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vices would change with the development of new methods
and advances in mathematics. This is similar to what we
have seen in the telecommunications industry.
In the Application Layer we could consider the develop-

ment of standard protocols that would support superdistri-
bution and trading structures for various content types. It
is likely that these superdistribution and trading patterns
would undergo frequent changes. Thus, the standards in
this layer would most likely be the shortest-lived, and fre-
quent introduction of new standards and changes in existing
standards would be a feature of this layer.
Most parts of the lower layers should be relatively free

of standards. How individual machines manage to enforce
the rights is something that should be encapsulated within
those layers. What is needed though is an assurance from
the lower layers that they are indeed capable of protecting
the rights, as such, some type of assurance protocol would
need to be developed. In addition, the interfaces of the lower
layers with external devices would need to be standardized.
That is, there should be a well-defined protocol regarding
the way content is used across devices.
The interests of the parties involved in using a particu-

lar system often determine how standards evolve [2]. Thus,
the specific and detailed goals of a DRM system must be
indentified by taking into consideration the interests of the
various parties that play a crucial role in the DRM pro-
cess. The main parties involved in the DRM process are the
content producers, the content distributors and the content
consumers. These parties are sure to have conflicting goals
that must be reconciled. Once these goals are identified, it
is necessary to prioritize them. It is important to note here
that the order of importance of goals can greatly influence
the way in which DRM standards are shaped [6].

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed the idea that the adop-

tion of a layered framework may facilitate the development
of DRM systems. In order to support this position, we began
by noting that the current landscape of DRM technologies
is somewhat reminiscent of the telecommunications industry
prior to the widespread adoption of networking standards.
The subsequent growth of the Internet, with concomitant
growth in equipment sales and services offered, was expe-
dited by the broad acceptance of the basic OSI layered ar-
chitecture. At the core of this architecture is IP, the basic
protocol which serves as the glue for holding together the
disparate networks of the Internet. Similarly, we have pro-
posed a basic layered architecture for DRM, where rights
expression and interpretation (REI) serves as the analog of
IP in the DRM layers. That is, REI provides the mini-
mal service that is required by any DRM system to support
global functionality. In this sense, REI may serve as the
glue allowing different DRM technologies to interoperate.
We have discussed how different services can be built on top
of the REI layer, and how the REI layer can serve as a com-
mon denominator over disparate rights enforcement tech-
nologies. Furthermore, such a layered DRM architecture is
quite synergistic with the predominant layered networking
architecture. Thus, interleaving of these architectures seems
natural. This is, of course, essential, as the Internet has and
will continue to be one of the most important technologies
underlying DRM.
The success of a layered DRM architecture requires the

systematic development of standards and protocols that sup-
port the needs of applications that reside at the various lay-
ers within the architecture. A well-defined layered DRM ar-
chitecture will facilitate the separate and independent devel-
opment of DRM technologies by various vendors that could
be pieced together in order to address specific needs. There-
fore it is vital that the architecture provide enough space and
flexibility for different developers to create their own tech-
nologies and services, thereby minimizing the chances that
one vendor can monopolize much of the DRM market.
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